
EAGLE 4S PRAM
 

• Eagle 4S carrycot from birth

• Incl. 2in1 boot cover and mosquito net

• Soft padding

• Incl. canopy, carrycot cover and mattress

• Fixation on the pushchair without adaptors

 

 

Shipping

Pram
2in1 Footmuff
Mosquito net

FEELING SAFE

from the very beginning
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Product Description

Combine this comfy pram with the hauck Eagle 4S stroller that is part of the iPro Series, and use it right from birth. The large pram 
comes with canopy, pram cover, soft padding, mattress, 2 in 1 boot cover and mosquito net. The hard pram attaches to the Eagle 
4S chassis without any adapters.

In the pram's lie flat position, your baby will sleep comfortably even during longer walks. The large canopy is waterproof and 
resistant to UV rays. It comes with an extra wide sun visor and protects the little one in all weathers. If you wish for more air 
circulation, you can open the canopy's zipper to uncover the mesh part. And to avoid fastidious and dangerous insects from 
reaching your baby, pull the included mosquito net over the pram. The canopy can also be pulled down.

The pram's cover, which is also waterproof, can be removed at all times. Later on, the cover can be converted to a boot cover by 
using the included seat pad. This can be then used for the Eagle 4S stroller seat. The seat pad is made of soft and cuddly 
materials and comes with openings for the stroller's 5-point harness.

Thanks to its little feet, the pram stays in place and remains clean at the same time. For transport or storing, the Eagle 4S pram 
can be folded away flatly.

Our recommendation: the Eagle 4S pram and Eagle 4S stroller are available as Eagle 4S Duo Set.



Eagle 4S Pram Data

Product net weight   5,50 kg  


